STIMULATE YOUR MIND — ASK THE QUESTIONS THAT OTHERS TAKE FOR
GRANTED OR FIND TOO DIFFICULT TO PONDER.

Philosophy majors examine basic
questions about topics like the nature
of reality and knowledge. Through
discussion and debate, they uncover
the hidden truths of our society.
WHAT WILL I STUDY?
The journey to obtain your Bachelor of Arts
in Philosophy will teach you how to think, not
what to think. This major encourages critical and
systematic inquiry into fundamental questions
of right and wrong, truth and falsehood, and the
meaning of life.
ASK THE BIG QUESTIONS.
What does it mean to be human? What is
knowledge? How should we conduct ourselves?
Tackling broad questions like these — through
the abstract reasoning — will teach you to think
critically while enhancing your ability to express
ideas. Additionally, learning to view problems from
multiple perspectives is excellent preparation for
the GRE, MCAT, and LSAT — opening doors to
virtually an career.


EXCEPTIONAL
RETURNS
Not only are our students
well prepared for the rigors of
graduate school (we boast a
100% placement rate), they
see impressive salaries. You
can expect a median midcareer salary of $81,200.*
*Payscale.com
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LOGIC AND ARGUMENTS.
DISCUSSIONS AND DEBATES.
Whether about ethics, religion, politics, art, knowledge, truth,
or reality, philosophical thinking is all around us.






JOIN TOGETHER —
Share your thoughts and ideas with others
who are as passionate as you are. Our campus
Philosophy Club operates as a community forum
in which ideas and texts are thoroughly explored.
EXPLORE RELEVANT TOPICS —
Philosophy isn't all about what ancient thinkers
pondered about years ago, philosophical issues
are prevalent all across pop culture. In your
courses, you'll dive into our societal beliefs and
how they influence our actions on a conscious
and subconscious level.
TAKE YOUR STUDIES WITH YOU —
Your studies aren't limited to the confines of
the classroom. You're encouraged to apply the
reasoning and communication skills that you've
acquired in all aspects, like in an internship or
study abroad opportunity.

Philosophy changes your way
of thinking to the point where
it is impossible to not think
philosophically anymore; once
you begin studying it, you're
going to immediately notice a
difference in the complexity of
the questions you ask.”
— Ryan Young '15;
Finance Assistant,
JBT FoodTech

